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By: Jake Shulman - Grade 6

Of course, everyone knows about sleepaway camp. 
Seven or so weeks of action-packed fun with 
interesting trips and great activities. You sleep in 
your own bunk with your friends, you can play sports 
literally most of the day at most camps, and the staff 
usually plan fun things that are outstanding! 

     

Day Camp is similar to sleepaway camp. There are lots 
of sports and cool things to do, except you don’t 
sleep there, and you get the weekends and holidays 
off. Some day camps close to Half Hollow Hills 
include Driftwood, Crestwood, and West Hills.

      
Some other types of camps include enrolling in a 
sports camp, which may have full-day sessions for a 
few weeks. You can also take part in some sort of 
STEM activity where you might learn about different 
types of coding, for example, or ways to broadcast 
and make videos. Other popular camps based on one 
big topic might include theater, cooking, art, or music 
classes, but you can follow your own passions.

Sleepaway Camp

   
After the school year is over, we have around ten weeks to do what we 
want! It may seem very fun and intriguing, but believe me, thankfully, 
the summer break is way longer than it seems. There might be some 
weeks where you are sitting at home with not much to do, wishing you 
had planned things that you could do. Instead, you might sit at home 
either resting, watching TV, or playing Fortnite. That can wait! That can 
wait for the entire rest of the school year. You can play Fortnite on 
some days over the summer, but it is worth it to spend your summer 
vacation having a lot of fun. If you are out of ideas on what to do 
over the summer, here are a bunch of things that you might be 
interested in.

Maybe visit one of those uncles or aunts that 
you remember, but you never really got a 
chance to talk to, or meet your distant 
cousin that you’ve barely even heard about. If 
you’ve never been to your grandparents’ 
house possibly across the country, let’s 
say, maybe take the time to have fun there. 
Learning about yourself and your relatives is 
pleasant, and it passes the time well. 

Visit a Relative

 Day Camp

Other Camps

Spending some of my 
summer at the beach is 
ideal. It is relaxing 
and very fun, and I 
have found that it is 
extremely fun to make 
structures out of the 
sand and the seaweed 
there. Of course, I 
would love to 
sunbathe in the sun, 
since I don’t think I’ve 
done that in a long 
time.

Spend Time at the Beach

Besides going to camp, 
or laying at the beach, 
there are other fun 
activities you and your 
family can participate 
in. Some of these 
include hiking, water 
sports, and playing 
games with your family, 
which can range from 
Monopoly to iSpy. 
Maybe set aside some 
nights over the break 
for family time, a nice 
dinner at a restaurant, 
or have a competition in 
whatever game your 
family loves. 

Choices Galore



This might not be you, but I barely go on actual vacation 
during summer vacation, and rarely even at all. I’ve been 
on short trips over the summer to New England when I 
was very young, and participating in day camp, but my 
family and I haven’t had a chance to go on a big vacation. 
Because of this, my family and I have decided to take the 
summer off from sleepaway camp and do lots of these 
things on the list. We are going to the Pacific Northwest 
in July for about a week! We’re all so excited. In my 
opinion, it’s one of the best things in the world to visit 
places around the world and discover things about the 
areas you might never have known, and learn about their 
cultures and sightseeings. I would suggest taking trips 
to Europe, the Caribbean, Hawaii, Mercury and the Sun- 
actually, never mind, Vermont or Massachusetts, or 
maybe upstate New York. Even though I’ve never been to 
some of the places I just mentioned, they seem like 
heaven, to me, at least. 

The Grand-Old Vacation

I was thinking of making the exclamation points in that title about 1,000 
exclamations longer, but I decided not to due to the lack of space in this 
magazine. If I was able to express myself, the whole magazine would be 
six letters, and then exclamation points that would fill up at least 100 
pages. In 6 font! There are some people on this earth who literally 
cannot live without sports, and I am glad to say that I am one of them. 
There are many sports to watch and play, I would say, legit, the whole 
school year, but what about over the summer? There are still some 
sporting events over the summer. There are always big soccer 
tournaments every summer. It’s not the Men’s World Cup this year, sadly, 
but it is the Women’s World Cup. It is being hosted all around France this 
year, and it takes place from June 7th to July 7th. Then there is the Gold 
Cup, a competition between North and Central American teams. You can 
also travel to South America where they host the Copa America, which 
usually has a few visitor countries each tournament, from around the 
globe. In the African Cup of Nations, African national teams battle it out 
to see who can win the tournament. In the past three men’s soccer 
tournaments I just listed, the winners go to the 2021 Confederation’s 
Cup. The winner of the Confederation’s Cup is given an automatic spot in 
the 2022 World Cup. Of course, the MLB and its All-Star game, is on over 
the summer. It will be interesting to see how Bryce Harper, Manny 
Machado, and other traded stars will fare through the rest of this 
season. The all-star game takes place on July 9th. Before you read this 
next event, just note that I am listing these events in a random order. In 
horse racing, there is the Belmont Stakes which is hosted right here on 
Long Island in the town of Elmont! Elmont is all the way on the west 
border of Nassau County with Queens. In golf, the U.S. Open takes place 
in California from June 13th to the 16th, which is one of the biggest golf 
tournaments all year. In mid-July, the Open Championship takes place. On 
June 20th, there is the NBA Draft, where college stars are moved to 
professional NBA teams. A day later, and also on the 22nd, the NHL Entry 
Draft takes place. In the first two weeks of July, tennis has a major 
tournament too, in the Wimbledon Open. Throughout a lot of July, there is 
the Tour de France, a major cycling tournament. Towards the middle and 
end of August, there is the Little League World Series. There are many 
continental games consisting of multiple sports, like the Pacific Games, 
the Island Games, or the African Games. Of course, there are many other 
competitions that I didn’t mention, but those were the big ones. There is a 
reason that this is the longest paragraph, by far. I’m actually surprised 
that this didn’t turn out to be even longer! 

Sports!!!!



Ever make a bucket list with 
things you’ve always wanted 
to do? You can do some of 
these things over the break. 
This is the time to do it. Maybe 
try something new you’ve 
never done before, like face 
a fear, or do something you 
never thought that you would 
be interested in. I know I 
won’t be going on the 
Superman roller coaster or 
attempting to eat raw 
vegetables this summer, but 
I’ll think about trying other 
new things. I hate anything 
with a lot of tomatoes in 
them,  and I don’t like 
vegetables at all, but I will 
try to eat more of them. Now, 
hopefully I don’t walk away 
from this summer getting 
sick from chugging too many 
bottles of ketchup.

Try Something New

Just be Yourself and Have a Blast!

Just remember this though, that one 
of the most important things this 
summer is to do what you love and 
care about while having fun! There 
are many things to do over the 
summer. I have just picked some of 
the ideas that look appealing to me 
as well as some that other people 
might find interesting. It is 
important to remember that you 
should be you! Do what you want, 
and have a great summer! I hope to 
see you in September! 

Last summer, I went to a summer camp called USDAN. It’s conveniently 
close, and is literally located right next to West Hollow. It’s a huge 
place, and the environment is really cool.  USDAN creates a very 
interesting experience, and it’s packed with activities that no other 
camp around has. For example, it offers blacksmithing, comic art, 
archery, chess, band and orchestra, chorus, theatre, games and 
hoops, swimming, and much more.
Each camper picks a Minor, Major, and a Recreation subject. You can 
have lunch and then an assembly in either order, depending on if 
you’re a Junior or a Senior. Every day, a new group performs for 
each assembly. Last year, I was a Junior. I majored in band, minored 
in guitar and songwriting, and had games and hoops as a recreation. 
This year, I’m majoring in half band, then half chamber music, which is 
basically a smaller version of a real orchestra (brass and winds 
included). I’m minoring in half painting and drawing, half guitar and 
songwriting, and minoring in chess. Next year I plan to do rock band, 
which is a half-time minor for guitar and instruments of that sort.
If I were a critic and I had to review this camp, it would be rated 5 
stars. As I said before, the environment is awesome. When you walk 
through the woods the camp is in, you can hear the music, the birds 
and other animals, and even see some people doing their subjects, 
like the photography kids. There are tons of things to pick from, and 
you can do almost anything you want. The teachers there are really 
nice, and it’s always fun to go there. The only problem I had is 
lugging my huge instruments around, but it’s manageable because 
there’s an instrument storage shack near the music area.

By: Christopher DiCon0 - Grade 7



 by: Téa Shouldice - Grade 6

Ever since the origin of the program in the first years of the 21st century, 
the New York State Tests have been an extremely controversial topic in New 
York. While many families in the Empire State have no objection to the test, 
many more choose to “opt out,” or refuse to take the exam. 47.9% of 
eligible students opted out of the 2019 New York State Math Exam, and 47.2% 
opted out of the English Language Arts exams. Many parents have a very 
strong opinion of the State Testing. The students, however, typically know 
very little about the test they are either forced to take or sit out of. In the 
end, the only beneficiaries of the State Testing should be the students being 
tested. These students should therefore understand the advantages and 
disadvantages of the tests, and decide for themselves whether or not 
participating in the tests will positively impact their future.

Many believe that the State Tests 
cause more harm than good. The 
following are some of the 
reasons why people across New 
York do not agree with the State 
Test.
 
When students, teachers and 
schools are rewarded for high 
test scores and punished for 
low ones, the tests themselves 
become the focus of education. 
“Class time is devoted to test 
prep, which robs children of a 
more thorough and beneficial 
educational experience.” 
The state exams test only two 
subjects: English and Math. 
“That encourages schools to 
give less time to Social Studies, 
Music, Art, World Languages, 
Physical Education, and even 
Science.”
The exams don’t benefit the 
students in the short term. Test 
results are received after the 
school year is over. Because 
of this, teachers cannot help 
students understand their 
mistakes and learn from them; 
the students have already moved 
up a grade.

Disadvantages Advantages

While most gossip about the New York State 
Testing is negative, encouraging the opt out 
movement, there are many justifiable reasons 
to take the State Tests. The following are 
some of the reasons why people across New 
York agree with the State Test.

Having children opt out of the test sends a 
negative message - that every obstacle can 
be “opted out” of. “Telling children to 
refuse a test now is saying it’s okay to do 
that later, for future tests, applications, 
assignments, evaluations and more. “
The test itself isn’t necessarily stress - 
inducing. “Test-taking doesn’t have to be a 
stressful, worrisome experience that starts 
months before the exam. The tests’ existence 
doesn’t create that environment; 
administrators, teachers and parents do.”
State assessments are an important part of a 
student’s core educational program. “They 
evaluate student mastery of content and 
skills in various areas, measure the extent to 
which students are on track to graduate high 
school, and are college and career ready, 
and help shape future instruction. Along with 
student work on classroom assignments, 
projects, essays, and assessments, State 
test results give teachers information about 
where students are on their path toward 
college and careers.”

Now that you better understand the 
advantages and disadvantages of the New York 
State Tests, decide which side you support. 
Everyone is entitled to their own opinion, and 
hopefully you now have enough information 
about the state tests to form your own. 

https://changethestakes.wordpress.com/testing-info/what-parents-need-to-know/
https://www.newsday.com/opinion/why-my-daughter-won-t-opt-out-of-state-tests-in-new-
york-1.11635872
https://www.schools.nyc.gov/school-life/learning/testing/ny-state-english-language-arts
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/assessment/timeline-historyrev.pdf
 

Sources



1.Teachers aren’t going to be the same

Teachers in 6th grade are slightly easier on you at the beginning of 
the year because you just transitioned from Elementary School to 
Middle School. In 7th grade, you already have gotten used to Middle 
School, which means more work for 7th graders.

2. There are many more activities to join

When you were in 6th grade, you weren’t permitted to join team 
sports, although there were clubs and intramurals to participate in.  
As a  7th grader, you are eligible to try out for team sports, as 
well as participate in academic clubs. 

3. Know the value of your agenda

This goes for 6th graders too, but this is more important for 7th 
graders, as you begin to  have much more going on in your life. 
Whether it is clubs, tests, quizzes, or assignments, keeping track of 
your schedule is by far the most important part of 7th grade.

4. Grades count more

When you are  in 7th grade,  if you achieve certain grades in Math and 
Science, you can get recommended for advanced classes. For more 
information, speak to your guidance counselor.

5. Your chosen language class is very important

As a seventh grader, your language selection becomes more 
important because you will now have 5 core classes as opposed to 
four that you had in sixth grade.

By: Preet Anand - Grade 7



By: Sophia Bellini, Olivia Athan, and Avery Gould - Grade 7

The Wiz was a play performed by the talented cast of the West Hollow 
Drama Club. It was a more modern take of the classic, The Wizard of 
Oz. The show was amazing and reminded us of something 
professional. The cast looked so connected to one another. While 
watching the show you could see how much love was going around. 
The main characters were very talented. They literally became the 
characters that they played. They tap, danced, did backflips, and 
sang. The songs are still stuck in our heads! The ensemble was just 
as good. They gave it their all even though the main spotlight might 
not have been directed towards them. 

For a new student at West Hollow, the Drama Club would be a 
fantastic and fun way to get involved. You don't even need to be the 
best actress/singer, for there is always a part for you. The 
teachers, choreographers, and directors involved are the kindest, 
and most caring people. They will help to support you and make you 
feel important to the show. In the play The Wiz, we had the opportunity 
to interview some of the cast.

Cast:
Trien Song 8th grade- Dorothy
Tea Shouldice 6th grade- Lord High Underling
Sean Tran 8th grade- Tinman
Laila Song 6th grade- Monkey
Jasmine Foster 8th grade- Glinda
Deanna DeVilla 8th grade- Addaperle
Elijah Shin 7th grade- Lion
Zach Shin 8th grade-  The Wiz



Reporter- During your experience in the play, did you make new friends 
who you never thought you would be friends with?
Elijah- Yes, definitely. I made friends with everyone in the show.

Reporter- What was the hardest part of being a member of the play?
Zach- The timing was difficult regarding being able to have the time to 
study and do your homework while staying after and being in the play.

Reporter- Do you have any advice for anyone who is interested in 
auditioning for a play?
Sean- Make sure you are prepared. It is good to be a little nervous. 
When you’re nervous, it will give you a boost. They will give you two 
songs that are about a minute long. If they believe you’re good enough, 
you will get invited to call backs.

Reporter- Was there a specific role in the play you were hoping to get?
Deanna- Yes, there was a specific role that I wanted that I didn’t get 
which was Dorothy.
Reporter- DId you push yourself to do things you never imagined 
yourself doing? If so what was it?
Deanna- Yes, I never thought I would have the chance to sing a solo 
song. 

Reporter- During your first time in your first show were you nervous? If 
so, how did you help yourself?
Jasmine- I wasn’t that nervous because in practice you run through the 
show many times. Also, when performing on the stage you can’t see the 
audience well or their faces, due to the lights.
Reporter- How long do you feel like you had to practice to remember 
all your songs and lines?
Jasmine- Not too long. The songs are easier to learn than your lines , 
but I only had 10 lines. It wasn’t that hard.

Reporter- Do  you think it is a good idea for 6th graders to get involved 
in school plays, clubs, and activities in order to meet new people and 
try new things?
Tea- Absolutely, I have made so many friends with so many people that I 
would never meet or have interacted with otherwise. It is just the best 
opportunity in the world.
Reporter- Will you tryout for the play next year?
Tea- Absolutely.

Reporter- Were you happy when you got your role because you got the 
lead? 
Trien- I have been in this club since 6th grade and it has been a goal for 
me to get the final bow and be the lead. When the cast came out, I had a 
lot of emotion because it is a lot of work.
Reporter- Is it hard when the whole cast sings a song to get everyone 
in sync?
Trien- Not really, because there are cuts in the show, so everyone can 
have the opportunity to be in sync.

Reporter- Do you  think it was a good experience to be in the play this 
year?
Lalia- Yes.
Reporter- Did you make new friends you never thought you would be 
friends with?
Lalia- Yes, I did. I made many friends with kids in different grades.
Reporter- Overall, was it a great experience?
Lalia- Yes, it was.



By: Maya Chen - Grade 7

This year, about 445,000 children are in the foster care system. 
Foster care has been beneficial to many neglected or abused 
children, but it’s not perfect. Kids bounce around many homes in 
their early childhood and sometimes these homes can be just as 
challenging as  their original homes. Here’s just one example of 
the life of one girl in foster care.

Gabriella, was a seven year old girl with a broken home. Her 
mother was a serious alcoholic and wasn’t in the right state of 
mind to efficiently take care of Gabriella. Gabriella states that 
she loves her mom and her mom loves her, but she is suffering 
from a disease. Her mother loved her so much that she couldn't 
come to terms with the fact that she had to give Gabriella up, even 
though Gabriella had a list of phone numbers that she would call if 
her mother was passed out and she needed food. 

One day, two men in uniform showed up to her house asking her 
how she was doing. Gabriella lied to the men, and told them that 
everything was okay and that her mom was completely fine even 
though she was standing in the kitchen slurring her words and 
tripping over her own feet. The men knew she was lying and 
eventually, she was admitted into the system. 

Her first foster home was her daycare, because her mom just 
never came to pick her up. She stayed there for around a year, 
sleeping in the same bed as the teacher’s daughter. In the interview 
she explains that being in foster care changed her personality as a 
child. She says that she turned into one of those annoying kids 
that are always seeking attention. The lack of family made her 
anger and sadness build up, so she grew to be an angry child. 

Her second foster home was actually across the street from 
her old house. That home was the home of her best friend that she 
had met at school. They had lived in the same room together for 
many years and practically became siblings. When they were 
bickering one day (like sisters),  the mother slapped both of them 
across the face. A wave of shock swept across her body as she 
struck her. She didn’t know that was something that was normal in 
the household, so it happened repeatedly. She was removed from 
that home after her social worker found out about the abuse. 

She was at her third and final foster home for one year before 
she aged out of the system. She had finally found her family, 
consisting of 2 brothers around her age , and a 50 year old woman 
that she loved so much. She says that she finally had a parent that 
she could relate to.  It took her 9 years to find her family, but 
when she turned 18, her new found family was taken away. 

Now she’s 23 and she lives on her own. She says that the foster 
system had helped her build self stability, but there is definitely 
room for improvement. 



By: Gayathri Ganesan - Grade 7

What is Science Olympiads?

Science Olympiad is an American team competition in 
which students compete in 23 events pertaining to 
various scientific disciplines, including Earth Science, 
Biology, Chemistry, Physics, and Engineering. Over 
7,800 middle school and high school teams from 50 
U.S. states compete each year. U.S. territories do 
not compete; however, since 2012, high school teams 
from Japan have competed at the national tournament 
as unranked guests. It is one of the premier science 
competitions in the nation, providing rigorous, 
standards-based challenges to nearly 8,000 teams 
in all 50 states. They host 450 tournaments annually 
on college campuses and hold professional 
development workshops that showcase innovative 
Science, Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM).

The History of Science Olympiads

There has been competition similar to Science 
Olympiad before the first tournament: Indiana 
University of Pennsylvania and St. Andrews 
Presbyterian College of North Carolina both held 
similar events. In 1977, a representative from high 
schools, colleges, and the state government 
created the event in the state of Delaware created 
the Delaware Science Olympiad, the first competition 
held at a state-wide level, to address concerns of 
waning student interest in Science fairs. The 
competition had 12 competitive events, unlike the 
modern 23 events, but with a similar diversity of 
scientific topics. A total of 20 schools and 301 
students participated in this competition. Dr. Gerard 
J Putz and John C. Cairns shared this Science 
Olympiad concept with Macomb County educators on 
March 29th, 1982. After two successful workshops, 
two successful tournaments were held at 
Southeastern Michigan, at Lawrence Institute of 
Technology (April 1983) and Oakland University (May 
1984).



The First National Competition

The Science Olympiad program was presented at the National 
Science Teachers Association Conference in Boston in 1984, where the 
United States Army decided to sponsor the program after a National 
Leadership Seminar demonstrating high interest for the program. The 
first annual Science Olympiad competition was hosted by Michigan State 
University in May 1985. 17 states participated.

Divisions

There are three divisions in the hierarchy of Science Olympiad
Division A for elementary school (grades K-6)
Division B for middle school (grades 6-9)
Division C for high school (grades 9-12)
However, the national tournament and generally state and regional 
tournaments are only for divisions B and C. Division A teams usually 
have separate interscholastic tournaments, apart from the more 
common intra-school competitions. 6th and 9th graders have the 
option of competing in either of the two divisions in which they meet 
the grade requirements and are part of the competing school. A 
middle school may, however, only use up to 5 members who have 
graduated to the next school if they are in 9th grade or lower. 
Students in grades lower than the division in which the school 
competes in may also be on the team. Teams are restricted to five 9th 
graders for division B and seven 12th graders for division C. Students 
may not participate on multiple teams, So, a 9th grader on both a high 
school and middle school team would not be allowed.                                                                                           



BY: Ellina Koo - Grade 7

OMG!! I have something exciting to share!  This year, I skied for the 
first time! There were so  many things to think about before I 
actually got my ski boots on and began to get ready to ski. I can’t 
believe that I was finally able to go out in the snow finally after  a 
long time of waiting since in my neighborhood there was barely any 
snow this year! 

Before I started skiing, I looked at people skiing and I thought that 
I wouldn’t be able to do it! Skiing looked hard and challenging to 
do and I was scared that I  would fall. I am scared of heights, and 
I thought that that would happen when I was skiing or riding the ski 
lift. When I got there, the mountains of snow were so tall. They 
seemed to tall that I would be able to reach the sky! They seemed 
to be as tall as the Empire State building...maybe even a few feet 
taller. Not only that, but the slopes were amazing as well. I was so 
confused and shocked that there were kids smaller than me that 
went on the mountain that was so tall. Confidence was key for me 
and that confidence is what I focused on to help me get through my 
first time skiing. I took a breath and changed into my ski shoes.  I 
took a lesson with an instructor and he told me that I have to be 
confident that I could do it or else I wouldn’t be able to. 
Therefore, I learned that  if you want to do some type of sport like 
skiing, then you have to have confidence and believe in yourself. 
Don’t think about getting hurt.

It was so exhausting and there was so much to focus on while I 
was skiing.  My skiing shoes made my feet hurt and feel weird, so 
that was the bad news. The good news was that I had so much fun 
that I didn’t give up skiing even though it did at times hurt. It was 
painful during my lesson because we had to walk a lot and I wasn’t 
used to the boots.  I was learning how to do the pizza strategy 
which helped me stop if I was going out of control. At the end, the 
pain was worth it after all. I motivated myself by saying that the 
pain would go away. Plus, I got to enjoy the great weather that day 
when it was not even snowing in my neighborhood. I really enjoyed 
my time there and hope that I can go skiing again when I have time.



Interviewing the amazing Mrs. Brosnan
Mrs. Brosnan is one of the Studio In Art teachers at West Hollow Middle School.  
She is personally one of my favorite teachers.  Mrs. Brosnan has been teaching 
for a pretty long time, so she knows the ups and downs of the experiences of 
teaching.  Mrs. Brosnan is a kind, amazing, understanding, honest, and very 
smart.  Even though I am not in Studio In Art, I am sure that Mrs. Brosnan makes 
it fun.  I am very excited to interview this engaging person.

Q. Why do you like teaching art?

I love sharing my passion that I have worked my whole life to achieve with others.

Q. How do you manage kids who don’t pay attention?

Depending on the student and their individual needs, there are many ways to 
approach them.

Q. If you ever retired who would you miss the most?

There are so many students and colleagues that have touched my life that it 
would be impossible to pinpoint only one. 

Q. What made you interested in choosing art as your career?

I originally went to school for Psychology. I was sitting in a Biology lecture 
hall at Boston University with over 800 students, and I got my first exam back. 
To my dismay I received a C+. I used to be an A +++ student. I went to my 
professor, opened up my looseleaf which had precise drawings of everything I 
needed to know for my Biology class. I told her I didn’t understand why I got 
that grade because as she could see, I was obviously studying since the 
drawings were so intricate.  The professor looked and said if I would stop 
trying to impress people with my Art, then I would probably be more successful.  
I went home and woke up one day and decided that I wanted to change my major 
to Art.  Even though I was a bit insulted by the conversation with the professor, I 
realized she helped me to change my direction in life. 

Q. What is your favorite topic in art? 

My favorite topic in Art is ceramics.  I love taking a blob of clay and creating 
something from nothing. 

Q. How do you get into Studio In Art?

There is a drawing assessment given to all seventh graders in the district which 
is part of the process.  The other components are submission of another piece 
of art that you have created in middle school only, either in class or at home, 
two recommendation forms from a previous or current art instructor, as well 
as demonstrating a strong work ethic.

Q. When did you start teaching Studio In Art? 

I started teaching this class 16 years ago.

Q. How do you differentiate your questions?

Depending upon the type of learner, either visual or auditory, I modify my 
program to cater to each individual child’s needs.

Q. Which grade would you rather teach 6th, 7th, or 8th?

All of the grades bring me joy!

By: Shruthika Senthilkumar - Grade 7



BY: Allie Lerner - Grade 7

Choose your friends wisely, for  they are in it with you for the long 
run!  Middle school is one of the most important times because it is 
when you make some of your longest lasting friendships.  It can be 
tough to find the right people who click with you, but once you do, 
stay with them.  For the most part, that friend group will be your 
primary group for a few years, or even throughout life!  For that 
reason, those friends are very important.  Those friends will be with 
you through phases, drama, the whole shebang.  It might be hard to 
tell whether or not a group of friends is the right group for you, or 
it might be hard to find a group at all!  Either way, it is crucial to 
have a strong group of friends under your belt all throughout your 
life and never settle for the wrong group of people.

It is also important to have a variety of friends with a variety of 
personalities.  Different friends can support you in different ways.  
One friend might help you talk things out when you are feeling down, 
but another could help you celebrate when something exciting 
happens.  Friends will be there for you when you don’t know who else 
to go to.  This is why you must choose your friends wisely!  You need 
to have a support system that will actually support you!  For this 
reason, it is important to choose wisely!  It is not healthy to keep 
people around who make you feel badly about yourself or who chose 
to do bad things, because sooner or later, you will end up like them!  
This is yet another reason why it is so important to choose who you 
hang out with wisely. 

Friends are an essential part of your life, and it is crucial to 
choose them wisely.  Friends are a special group of people (or one 
person if that’s what you prefer), so be careful and make sure to 
choose wisely, and treat your friends well!  It’s important to have 
them, and if you lose them, you may only then realize how much they 
mean to you.  So for the trillionth time, be smart about it!



BY: Jacob Leshnower - Grade 7

When I decided to participate in the Al Kufus Long Island Math Fair 
this year, the first thing I had to do was come up with a topic. One 
way to choose a good topic is to think of how you can combine math 
with another academic field that interests you. I immediately thought 
of music because, as a longtime pianist and percussionist, it is one 
of my passions. I had always wondered why each musical pitch has a 
particular frequency and what the relationship is among all the 
pitches. I suspected there was a lengthy mathematical explanation, 
and now that I had an opportunity to do math research, I decided to 
seek the answer.
 
Through my research, I discovered that the reason why the 
frequencies of each note are tuned that way is because of something 
called temperament, or a tuning system. In researching this topic, 
two things about temperament surprised me. First, the tuning system 
we have today, called equal temperament, is only a few hundred 
years old. Second, equal temperament is imperfect and emerged 
only as a grand compromise to a challenge that had faced musicians 
for centuries.
 
Without getting too in depth with the math, equal temperament means 
that all octaves are determined by a single pure ratio, 2:1. So, if you 
play a C and then play the C above that, the frequency doubles. If you 
play a C above that, the frequency doubles again. All other pitches 
are determined by splitting the octave into twelve “equal” parts. They 
are equal not in size, but on a logarithmic scale. This means that you 
will not find the same difference in frequencies as you play all the 
notes up and down a piano keyboard, even though the keys look 
uniform. Instead, notes are tuned at frequencies that are in the 
exact same relationship with each other (in logarithmic uniformity).
 
What struck me the most was how equal temperament is a shining 
example of how math can have a profound effect on improving our 
culture, enabling creative expression and enjoyment. Western 
music’s adoption of equal temperament has allowed composers to 
write music in any key and musical instrument manufacturers to 
produce instruments designed the same way. Equal temperament has 
also enabled musicians to play confidently in perfect unison while 
feeling free to transpose music into any key without fear of 
unpredictable and undesirable results. My first experience with the 
Math Fair made me both a smarter musician and mathematician.



BY: Skylar Sukoff - Grade 7

There is a big transition from 6th to 7th grade. Most schools start 
middle school in 7th grade, however in Half Hollow Hills, middle 
school starts in 6th grade. 7th grade is mostly considered the start 
of middle school. One big difference between 6th grade and 7th 
grade is choosing a language.  In 7th grade, we need to pick one 
language while in 6th grade, we have World Language. We can study 
French, Italian, Chinese, and Spanish. This was a hard transition for 
me because it was less guided. In 7th grade there are no longer 
teams.  The work gets harder and teachers have higher expectations. 
We have to study more in 7th grade because it is much harder. We have 
to study in 6th grade as well, but 7th grade work is much more 
difficult and more independent. 

 You might be scared to go into 7th grade, but it’s not that scary. You 
may have different teachers than your friends and your locker can be 
upstairs or downstairs. In 7th grade, there is a variety of teachers 
that you can get. Every grade is a fresh start. In 7th grade we have 
more freedom. It doesn’t mean you get to do whatever you want. It 
means that you aren’t the baby in the school anymore. Each grade 
gets harder and you need to start studying more. I was scared on 
my first day of 7th grade, but I got used to it. There are many more 
tests and quizzes and they get harder, too. There are 3 lunch periods 
in 7th grade. You could either  have 4th , 5th, or 6th period lunch.  In 
6th grade there are  only 2 lunch periods.  Most of the teachers in 
middle school encourage you to try your best and focus in class. 
Some teachers suggest that you find a “study buddy”. This really 
helped me because whenever I had trouble with homework or had to 
study for a test , I would ask my study buddy. Even if your teachers 
don’t advise you to find a study buddy, I think it is helpful to do so.  
My biggest recommendation is to try your best to succeed. When I 
came into 7th grade I was TERRIFIED! Some of my common questions 
were… “ What if I can’t find my locker?” “What if there are too many 
tests?” “What if my teachers are mean?”  Some of you might have 
these same questions when you first start middle school. Since your 
locker can be anywhere, it is harder to find it. I suggest writing 
down your locker number and combo in a safe place where you will 
not forget. All teachers understand that you have a life outside of 
school and you can talk to them if you are having trouble.  You could 
also go to extra help. Extra help is really important. You can go if 
you’re having trouble with the topic or just for review. I go to extra 
help before a test or a quiz and it really helps me. 7th grade isn’t 
that much different from 6th, but there are a few major differences. 
I hope you have a great year and good luck!!



Newsela is  an Instructional Content Platform that 
supercharges reading engagement and learning in every 
subject.  Also what every teacher calls their most 
powerful learning tool, it is a fantastic tool that all 
teachers should use to explore and utilize with their 
students.  

If you want easy, educational, and fun- then Newsela is the 
way to go. It’s filled with high-interest articles on 
everything from current events to informational excerpts. 
It has anything for any type of student’s interest.  Along 
with a library of articles, Newsela provides real-time 
assessments of student comprehension through multiple-
choice quizzes and writing prompts. Each is accompanied by 
a four-item quiz that probes areas of the following: what 
the text says, central ideas, people, events, word meaning 
and choice, text structure, point of view or purpose, 
multimedia, as well as arguments and claims.  For example, 
one middle school teacher said,“As a teacher, I have spent 
countless hours trying to find appropriate nonfiction 
texts that I can use within my classroom.  I have struggled 
to find engaging articles that could be read by my young 
learners and still challenge those students who are 
reading above grade level. Thankfully, last year, I found 
Newsela.” Want more proof? Currently, 6.1 million students 
are using Newsela and more continue to join everyday.  
Personally, I love reading, but even if you don’t ,I’d bet 
you’d still enjoy this website.  So boys and girls, who’s 
ready to start reading?

BY: Daniel Sanwo - Grade 7



By: Roger McIntyre II - Grade 8

Conservation (n): preservation, protection, or restoration of many certain things.

Earth is the only known planet that is hospitable enough for a 
diversity of life. Earth provides us with the resources we need to 
live and grow. This planet has done so much for us, but some 
people don’t even return the favor. Fossil fuels pollute the air, 
causing global climate change and making the ice caps melt. 
Plastic is hard to dispose of and eventually it gets into nature, 
harming and killing wildlife. However, it’s not too late to do 
your part and make a difference. 

Renewable 
Resources

These resources 
never run out. 
Water 
evaporates, 
condensates and 
precipitates in an 
endless cycle, 
never running 
out. Beneath 
Earth’s crust, the 
heat counts as a 
limitless supply 
of energy. 
Breathable air is 
renewable as 
plants convert 
carbon dioxide 
(CO2) into oxygen 
(O2) through 
photosynthesis.

Nonrenewable 
Resources

Once used up, these 
resources don’t 
come back. We use a 
lot of fossil fuels, 
which can’t be 
renewed after 
usage. Nuclear 
energy can be 
dangerous to work 
with and that’s 
nonrenewable, too. 
Earth’s metals and 
minerals aren’t 
renewable, either.

Global Climate Change
Global climate change (or 

as some may call “global 
warming”) is basically the 
average temperature across the 
planet. Scientists have been 
tracking that number for years. 
Climate is the pattern of weather 
over a long period of time. 
Weather is the atmospheric state 
outside in a specific place at a 
specific time. The atmosphere 
gets hotter or colder depending 
on how many greenhouse gases 
(like carbon dioxide and 
methane) in the air. When sunlight 
gets into the atmosphere, land 
and water soaks up some of that 
energy and a lot more reflects 
off the surface as heat. 
Greenhouse gases trap that heat 
within the atmosphere. That is 
called the greenhouse effect. 
This process allowed life to live 
and grow on this planet. The 
continuous burning of fossil 
fuels (for industrial purposes) 
releases more greenhouse 
gases. Trees are supposed to 
convert carbon dioxide into 
oxygen, but many people cut 
down those trees for 
agricultural purposes. Too much 
of the greenhouse effect will 
eventually melt the ice caps, 
making sea levels rise. 
Alternatives to fossil fuels 
include hydroelectricity (the very 
fast movement of water to make 
energy), wind energy (the fast 
movement of wind to make 
energy) and solar energy 
(getting energy from sunlight).

Reduce

Lower the amount of energy usage and cut 
down on waste.

Reuse
    
Don’t buy too many things. Take old stuff 
and make it new.

Recycle

Set up recycling bins (paper, plastic, metal 
etc.), compost piles (plant material), and 
garbage pails (other food).    



We had a great author come visit our Creative Arts and Writing 
Club.  Linda Taylor has been teaching students for over 25 
years and she enjoys connecting with them on many different 
levels.  Mrs. Taylor has a positive attitude and shares her 
positive values with elementary school readers.  Linda Taylor 
created the “Amazing Annabelle” series because of all the 
students she once taught.  Every month in her classroom, her 
students participate in activities related to that specific 
month.  Her ideas for writing “Amazing Annabelle” come 
straight from her classroom.  In “Amazing Annabelle Martin 
Luther King Jr. Day” the students in Mrs. Mitchell’s class 
learn about the great civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King 
Jr. through discussions and media.  They also put on a little 
skit in drama class about a historic event during the Civil 
Rights Movement that involved Dr. King and Rosa Parks.  Linda 
Taylor actually did that in her classroom with her 
kindergarten students during the month of January to teach 
them about the Civil Rights Movement while having a fun time in 
class.  Mrs. Taylor explained to us that she wanted the 
character, Amazing Annabelle, to be African American.  This is 
because not everyone looks the same way and she wanted kids 
to be able to take out a book with a character in it that looks 
like them.  One book in the series, “Amazing Annabelle and the 
Fall Festival”, teaches the reader to have trust in her/his 
friends.  Every novel has its own theme that goes along with 
the story.  Linda Taylor taught me a lot by coming to our 
Creative Arts and Writing Club.  I really appreciated her 
teaching us about her love for reading and writing.  

Author:
 
Linda Taylor 

By: Alexa Nissenbaum - Grade 7



By: Niyanth Ponnusamy - Grade 7

Math Olympiads is a math club before school that is held on 
Mondays. Students in every grade level can participate in it. 
Every Monday there will be practice contests to prepare for the 
real contests. There are 5 monthly contests with 5 questions 
on each contest. They are each 30 minutes and always given 
after school on Wednesday. For every question you get right, 
you get a point, so the maximum points that you can earn is 25 
points. If you get a 25 or 24 your name will be on the official 
Math Olympiad website. After a contest the teacher will collect 
the tests and say the answers out loud, so if you memorized 
your answers you know your score already. If you miss a 
contest it will count as a 0, unless you tell the teacher and 
take it before the actual contest slot. After all 5 contests,  
the scores you got on all of your contests are added up. If 
you are among the top 10 scorers, then you get to go to a 
county level tournament. 

One or two teams from around 30 schools in Suffolk County 
will come and participate in the county level tournament. Each 
team consists of 5 people from the same school. Every team 
sits at their own table. This is their home table. After the 
people conducting the tournament talk to everybody about the 
tournament and the rules concerning it, everybody is told to 
move to a different table. All of the tables were planned 
before, so the students just find their table. This is the table 
where they will be taking the individual test. The individual test is 
a test that has 10 questions and you have to take by yourself. 
You get 30 minutes to complete the individual test. After the 
individual test is over, everybody returns back to their home 
tables. After taking a short break, everybody at your home 
table will take the team test together. During the team test 
everybody on your team can collaborate with each other. You 
will only get 20 minutes for this particular test. After all of 
this is over, everybody is able to eat lunch. After lunch the 
tiebreakers occur. The tiebreakers are for people who might 
get a trophy, but have a tied score with someone else. For the 
tiebreakers, the students get one question to answer. Whoever 
answers it correctly and the fastest, will be the winner of 
tiebreaker. After the tiebreakers, the trophies are given out to 
the individuals as well as the teams that win. The amount of 
people who get trophies changes each year. 
It’s a really fun club to be a part of. Try it next year and you 
will see what I mean.



Recently, there has been a reported rise of ordering your food from 
apps. If you download the app, you can place your order just the way 
you like, or even get it so you don’t have to wait on the line. This is 
very convenient because you don’t have to wait for a long time to get 
your food, and it’s very easy because you can just go in and grab it. 

If you get the Starbucks mobile app they have a designated area 
where you can go in and grab your order. The app has five out of five 
stars, and has been rated by almost two million people. I personally 
have used the app many times, and it especially has made my life 
convenient when I can order it on the train, and pick it up at Penn 
Station right when I walk out. This is great because I avoid the long 
line of adults dying to get their coffee. 
Panera Bread also has an app, which they use for rapid pickup.  
Depending on your order, they are able to tell you how long you will 
have to wait for it. On average, if I get a sandwich and a soup, it will 
be ready in five minutes. 
Another new app used for food is Uber Eats. Yes, not only is Uber a 
car service, but it can deliver your food to you right at home, work, or 
anywhere! This is great because some restaurants don’t have a delivery 
system for take-out, and then you don’t have to spend all that time, 
and gas to drive there. 
A similar service to Uber Eats is DoorDash. They have a food delivery 
system from wherever you are; you could be on the beach and they 
could deliver food to you! They have a great selection for your 
favorite local and national restaurants with more than 110,000 menu 
options in more than 800 cities in the U.S. and Canada. Restaurants and 
delivery locations are added to the system daily. 
Are you ready to switch to ordering your food on an app?

By: Electra Scheiner Grade 7



By: Electra Scheiner Grade 7

I had an opportunity to skate a seminar with Gracie Gold. 
Gracie is an Olympian, who was on the U.S. 2014 Olympic team, 
and won the  bronze medal. In 2015, she was the 
Internationaux de France champion, the 2014 NHK Trophy 
champion, and a two-time U.S. National Champion (2014, and 
2016). 

Not only has she been recognized for her great skating, 
but she  recently has come to grips with the reality of being 
a national competitor and Olympian, and how she was changed 
by it. She spoke to us about how after the Olympics she 
suffered post Olympic depression. Gracie described it as 
working so hard for something, for such a long time, and 
that it was hard for her when it was done and over with. 
Gracie says how not all skating was “sunshine and rainbows,” 
and that there is a brutal reality to it.

Gracie Gold also spoke about getting caught up in the 
media. You could tell when she spoke to us, she almost had a 
sense of worrying about what others think. When she was 
competing, after people had already started to realize how 
good she was, she developed a need to please people. She 
says she lost the love of skating and focused on other 
people and their expectations of her. After that, she couldn’t 
handle the pressure, and stopped competing. No one had 
heard or seen anything about her for months. 

We are very lucky that Gracie Gold opened up and shared 
her story of the harsh reality of skating. She is now teaching 
skating, and sharing her inspirational story with others.  One 
thing that she said that really inspired me is, “Skate because 
you love it; not because other people are telling you to.”



You are probably wondering why your language choice matters so 
much.  By the end of this passage you will have a great, and thorough 
understanding why.

In about the second quarter of the sixth grade, you are able to 
choose which of the four, wonderful languages you are willing to 
learn in the world language class on your wheel. These include 
Spanish, Italian, French, and lastly, (Mandarin) Chinese. The Spanish 
teachers consist of Mrs. Jacobson, Mrs. Haggerty, Mrs. Wagner, and 
Mrs. Venditto. For Italian, you will have Mrs. Tomlinson, Mrs. Mills for 
French, and for Chinese, you will have Mrs. Wu-Pope. 
As you start your first year of the language, it is very important that 
you keep your grades up. When you are not doing well, the teachers 
offer extra help, and if you feel the need you can also get a tutor. 
When you take the final it goes onto your high school  transcript. If 
you are taking a language and happen not to enjoy it, you can speak to 
your guidance counselor for more information. Another thing to keep 
in mind is that you need a language to graduate from high school. 
When you choose your language, from seventh to twelfth grade you 
most likely will stick with it. If for some reason  you are unable to 
pass the certain language in eighth grade, the high school offers an 
option to take a Spanish one class or another interesting option is to 
take American sign language.  Your World Language choice is 
important, so choose wisely!

By: Maisy Roos - Grade 7

Hola!
Bonjour!

Hello!Halla!



Uglies Series vs. Moon Base Alpha Series

The series Uglies by Scott Westerfeld and Moon Base Alpha by Stuart 
Gibbs don’t have much in common, yet they are both amazing!  Uglies is 
much more mature and Moon Base Alpha is a little bit less complex and 
easier to understand.  You might have a preferred type of book and you 
already know which one you would choose to read, but maybe I can change 
your mind.  Whether you prefer easier books to read, or more complex, 
either one of these book series could be for you.

Let’s start off with the Uglies, which is a trilogy containing the books 
Uglies, Pretties, and Specials.  The main character of the books is Tally.  
She is a teenage girl who lives in a society where at age sixteen you have 
to get plastic surgery to look perfect which makes you a “pretty”.  
Before you are turned “pretty”, you are an “ugly”.  Tally met another 
“ugly” named Shay, who told her about a place called “The Smoke” where 
they could run away to and escape turning “pretty”.  Oh yeah, when you 
turn “pretty”, the doctors put lesions on your brain to make you 
clueless and happy all of the time so you can’t protest the society.  
After they run away, they find a cure for being “pretty”,  Tally sacrifices 
herself to try it.  She goes into the city and turns pretty to use the cure.  
This partially works for her, but she split the cure with her boyfriend 
Zane, who ends up dying from it.  Tally and Shay then turn into another 
type of being called “specials”, whose goal is to hunt down the smoke 
for Zane, since he was very sick and ended up dying because of the phoney 
cure.  Wow, that was heavy!  This might seem like a lot, but the content of 
the story is spread out evenly throughout the three books and it is a 
good trilogy to read if you want a single series to focus on for awhile, 
as the books are pretty long.
Now, for the Moon Base Alpha series.  This is also a trilogy containing 
the books Space Case, Spaced Out, and Waste of Space.  These books 
seem a little bit childish when you look at them because of the bright 
colors and space theme, but when you dive into them, the stories can be 
indulging and complex.  The books follow a young teenager named 
Dashiell Gibson who lives on the moon with his parents and other 
scientists.  He solves mysteries throughout the books. Some of these 
mysteries focus on one of the head scientists mysteriously dying, the 
commander of the base disappearing, and the poisoning of a rich visitor 
at the base.  These books keep you guessing right until the end, and I have 
never been able to guess who had done what,  or what happened until the 
last few pages.  I also really appreciate his alien “sidekick” Zan Perfonic 
because of her misunderstanding of human nature and unintentional dry 
humor.
These books are very different, but the differing storylines are very hard 
to choose between.  Both of these series are involved and kept me 
guessing until  the end.  The choice is yours between the two, but my 
advice is to choose the one you would not normally choose.  It just 
might surprise you!

By: Allie Lerner - Grade 7



By: Sophie Liberman - Grade 6

 
Every Spring, my family gathers together for a Passover feast. 
This eight-day festival celebrates the freedom of the Jewish 
people from slavery in Egypt. It symbolizes survival, spirit, 
courage, and faith. The first night of Passover is called Seder, 
and most families celebrate it at home. We prepare a special plate 
with several types of foods arranged in a specific order. These 
include parsley, horseradish, bitter herbs, haroset, shank bone, 
and a hard-boiled egg. Each food is symbolic and represents an 
important part in the history of the Jews. The egg represents 
strength of the Jews. Haroset, a sweet paste made of fruits and 
nuts, symbolizes mortar used by the slaves in Egypt to build 
monuments. Bitter herbs represent the bitterness of slavery. The 
salt water stands for the tears of the Jewish people. As the story 
of the escape of Jewish people from slavery in Egypt is told at 
the table, we eat these foods in a certain order. One of the older 
members of each family reads from the book called the Haggadah. 
The book tells the story of Passover and also guides the family 
through the steps of the Seder meal. It also contains many 
different prayers and songs to be recited throughout the meal. 
The youngest child in a family usually reads the four questions 
which explain how the Seder night is different from all other nights 
in the year. The answers to these questions summarize the story 
of how Jewish people were freed from slavery. At the end of the 
Seder, the adults hide a piece of matzah called the Afikoman, and 
the children have to find it. When the matzah is found, all the 
children get presents. We all enjoy the dinner and have fun as a 
family.

This is a very important tradition to Jewish families because it 
celebrates the freedom and hope of the Jewish people. It helps us 
learn what our ancestors lived through and appreciate our 
freedom more. It is even more relevant now when the religious 
intolerance is on the rise, that we know and celebrate where we 
come from. We love celebrating this special holiday as a family.



How do you prepare for your 
final exam? Well, first you have 
to make sure that you keep all of 
your notes in a separate folder 
at home, so when it comes time to 
start studying you know where to 
go. Before any of your finals 
occur, plan out on a calendar 
which days you are going to study 
and mark when each test is. This 
will help you stay organized when 
studying for tests back to back. 
When you start studying for your 
exam you may feel a little 
overwhelmed at the amount of 
work you have, but here are some 
steps to help you stay more 
organized! First, go back to the 
first assessment of that 
subject. See what topic it is and 
look for your notes on that 
topic. Do the same for all the 
other topics in that subject. If 
you have any flash cards that you 
made previously, make sure to 
look those over. Another 
amazing resource is looking at 
your teacher’s eboard or google 
classroom for that class. If 
your teacher posted any 
powerpoints that you did 
previously or any other work, 
make sure to look those over. 
Once you have done all of this 
you should be ready to take your 
final exam and ace it!

By: Hawa Rhamatzada - Grade 7

Tip: Even If you think 
you know the subject 
you still should look 

over your notes!
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